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Chanel West Coast, Self: Ridiculousness. Chanel West Coast was born on September 1, 1988
in Los Angeles, California, USA as Chelsea Chanel Dudley. She is an actress.
Apr 8, 2017. The 27-year-old is an actor, singer, songwriter, rapper, and model, who rose to fame
with her roles in MTV's Rob Dyrdek's Fantasy Factory and . Chelsea Chanel Dudley (born
September 1, 1988), better known by her stage name Chanel West Coast, is an American rapper,
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Apr 8, 2017. The 27-year-old is an actor, singer, songwriter, rapper, and model, who rose to fame
with her roles in MTV's Rob Dyrdek's Fantasy Factory and . Aug 3, 2010. Chanel from Rob
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